
Position Profile: Finance Associate 

 
Position title: Finance Associate 
Location: Martinez, CA  
 
Reporting relationships: Reports directly to Director of Operations.  
Status: Part-time 
 
Position summary: 
Desired Effect, a theatrical equipment and effects rental house also offering sales and             
design services, seeks to hire a detail-oriented individual for a part-time bookkeeping and             
finance position. Candidates would be trained in and assume responsibility for regular            
reconciliation and bookkeeping using Xero accounting software. 
 
Primary responsibilities: 
The essential duties of this role largely center on bookkeeping and preparing financial             
reports, with room for expansion into sales and inventory if desired. The position would              
deal with other duties as assigned, but day-to-day duties would focus on:  
 

● reconciling purchase and sales transactions in Xero 
● maintaining and organizing financial documentation 
● preparing and submitting purchase orders 
● preparing sales tax remittance reports 
● depreciating assets 
● compiling other reports as needed 

 
This position would start at 12 hours/week, with more hours being available at busy              
periods (May, December) and in other areas as the employee progresses in skill and              
familiarity with the business. Successful candidates would have the potential to transition            
to full-time. Candidates would be presented with a very flexible schedule on the basis of               
satisfactory work progress.  
 
As the company is growing rapidly, applicants should expect a fast-paced environment with             
many opportunities for new experiences and acquiring new skills. Desired Effect prides            
itself on being an inclusionary workspace where ideas and logical reasoning are            
appreciated and rewarded, and an ideal candidate would be motivated by the opportunity             
to achieve difficult goals.  
 
  



Position Profile: Finance Associate 

Education and experience requirements: 
While there are no strict educational requirements, applicants are asked to have either: 

● High school diploma plus 1-2 years experience in finance/bookkeeping and some           
experience in technical theatre in any capacity, or 

● Associate's or Bachelor's degree in business, accounting, economics, or a similar           
field plus some experience in technical theatre  

Preference will be given to applicants with previous experience using Xero accounting            
software, Current Rental Management System or WooCommerce online sales.  
 
Physical demands: 
These physical demands are representative of the physical requirements necessary for an            
employee to successfully perform the essential functions of the Finance position.           
Reasonable accommodation can be made to enable people with disabilities to perform the             
described essential functions of this position. Please note that these physical demands may             
be subject to change.  

The employee is required to sit or stand at a desk for 75-80% of the work time and engage                   
in keyboard typing as well as handle paper materials. The employee is occasionally             
required to stand, walk, reach, and balance. Vision abilities required by this job include the               
ability to see information presented on a screen or printed document.  

Compensation: 
The starting hourly rate for this position is $13.50-15 depending on experience.  
 
Non-discrimination policy:  
Desired Effect is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We do not discriminate in employment,             
recruitment, compensation, promotions, or any other conditions of employment against          
any employee or applicant on the basis of race, gender, national origin, age, religion, creed,               
disability, veteran's status, sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression. All           
qualified candidates will receive consideration for employment.  
 
Contact:  
Please contact jobs@desired-effect.com for application materials. Reference the position         
name in your subject line.  


